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1.1
Scarlett
Red
I’m Scarlett. I have a brother named Phthalo. What a pair of
names, right? I don’t know why my mom named us scarlet red
and phthalo blue. If you mix these two pigments together,
you can’t get violet. Violet is from the mixing of crimson
and ultramarine. But we two together is black. A more vivid
black than a tube of bone black, more fluid than iron black
and has more temperature than ivory black.
More like ink.
I live alone in a house that mom built for me and Phthalo. We left together seven years ago. And I came back two
years after we graduated from college. Big cities tired
me, I need a break. But Phthalo said that he needs to look
for something. He was more attracted by the world outside.
I couldn’t understand him. I love the place we call home.
We have so many good memories here. We used to run in rice
fields in the spring, listen to the music that raindrops play
on the lotus leaves in the summer, have tea under bright autumn moon. And in winter, we watched birds dancing on snow
when our bodies immerse in hot bath pool.
I do miss him. We are twins.
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1.2
Phthalo
Blue
I’m Phthalo. I have a sister named Scarlett. We were born in
an American northern town and lived there with our mom for
18 years. Mom built a house for us. The house started its
construction since we were 3. Our bedrooms came first. Then
we had a floating bridge on the water. Me and Scarlett used
to chase each other, catching dragonflies after school on
that bridge. I don’t remember when the dinning room was finished. But it must be one of those days, when we were playing on the bridge, skipping stones under the orange flaming
sky. Those plants growing along the bridge were planted by
us together. When the reeds grew as tall as 10-year-old me,
we got a building across the water. From then on, Scarlett
and I went out and came back home from a new gate hiding in
the lupine field. Our old front door near mom’s bedroom became a side door into the birch forest.… Anyways, I don’t
live there now. Because my new adventure has already started.
I just miss Scarlett. We are twins.
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2.1
Scarlett
It has been a long time since last time I saw Phthalo and
Mom. When I think of them, the picture of their faces are
like hiding behind a piece of glass covered by raindrops.
I remember Phthalo’s eyes, mom’s lips. But I can’t recall
their whole face. The pathway to our dinning room is really
narrow. It’s so narrow that only one body can pass at once.
When I and Phthalo were walking to dinner, he would always
be waiting in front of his door, for me. Like a sculpture.
Sunshine at dusk drew his profile. His shadow melted into
the dark red brick wall. His face reflected on water. I have
seen that image thousands of times. Thousands of times that
I knew the wall, the glass, the water, the waterside Medicago, the orange sky, all by curves of his body. And I can
even close my eyes, draw the line of his profile. When he saw
me, or when my shadow arrived before me, he would turn towards the burning sun, the direction of our dinning room. We
walked together, not side by side. Forbidden by the width of
the lane, I walked behind him…
How do you remember someone, some place? How do you recognize them when time passes
by?
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2.2
Phthalo
I do remember the shape of our north field. There was a narrow long bridge linking me and Scarlett’s bedrooms and the
dinning room, on which you have the best view of the north.
I would wait for Scarlett before dinner at the pathway,
where I spent countless hours watching the flat water surface
mingle with the dark blue of water and orange pink of sunlight. The center of north field had a deck reaching out from
those continuous walls, it cantilevered on the water and was
isolated from other parts of the house by air. That was our
moon deck. Maidenhair tree stood behind it. We were able to
see the tree all the way from our bedrooms to the dinning
room, while there were moments that further birch forest
appears when walls lined up. Distance makes us see everything clearer. Standing on different points of the bridges, I
pieced together the north field. I circled it. I saw corners
of it. I saw water reflect it. I saw leaves filter it. I saw
tiles all diving towards water. I saw columns put their feet
into soil and trunks lying on them shined humbly. I saw the
whole of it in distance.
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2.1
Scarlett
Red

Step out from my red pavilion
Shadow of blue is
What I chase
A branch prickles a hole
On the sky
Tells the secret of water
behind the impregnable tower
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3.1
Scarlett
My memories of the north field are very clear. Ground is not
continuous there. We have to travel carefully to get into
those rooms. We climbed those sharp slopes, jumped across
gaps above, then we would arrive at stable areas. Every time
I stayed there, the space could be different. We have lots of
sliding doors sipping water from the lake. Year after year,
a line was drawn on them. Mom would use those sliding doors
to hold events. They would become layers of screens, that
filter the views surrounding us. Doors, transporting one story to another, time was collapsed. My memories are fragmented most of the time. But I can’t forget the funny fragmented
field. My body remembers.
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3.2
Phthalo
Sunset, we used to appreciate it together at our dinning table. Twelve months, it runs from the far left window to the
far right, and turns back to its origin. It runs the loop
again and again like it never happened. Sometimes I feel
like we are ghosts. We only live in moment, when time frozen. We live with time flows, we disappear when present becomes past. We dissolve into the gap of time. When we are
not talking, just breathing, and watching the sunset, that’s
the moment we feel alive. The moment which is so true to itself that it collapses time, that it moves us from past to
future, while we still in the present.
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4.1
Scarlett
Dear Phthalo, I didn’t know we were two different people when
we were young. I thought we were one, one doubled body, a
twofold soul. When I saw my shadow, I didn’t know if that
was me, or you. When I was looking at you, I felt “myself”
more flesh and blood than looking at the stranger in the
mirror. Until one day, I was lying on my bed, summer dark
green soaked the night sky, where a branch pricked into and
spilled a light drop of starlight. The silver light shined
my bed and I suddenly realized: “I am, in… my own room… If
you are also lying on your bed , you wouldn’t see this. ”
“Are you in black now?” I asked the sky. He didn’t answer.
Because he couldn’t see you while your window is below your
bed. The wall between us was always there, since we were two
cells. I just did not see it. We were born as two, living in
our own island. The wall between us did not have an opening.
But that’s even better. If there was a window on the wall,
we only would only see the window and, the wall itself would
become invisible. I could always look at the sky in my bedroom. The blue sometimes got dark, sometimes light, sometimes dense, sometimes thin. I knew there is a plate of water in your bedroom. Even if I couldn’t see it, I know it’s
always reflecting the blue I see from the sky.
You are always by my side, I know.
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4.2
Phthalo
My bedroom has a long curved window towards the southern
sky. Sitting on the steps, I can see the moon slowly walking in my pond. Sometimes it goes off the center, sometimes
off the pond completely. Every year around Mid-Autumn Festival, the moon will visit the central part of my water and
stay there for about 10 days. It never misses. In year 2028,
September, if we wait on my steps, the moon will come back
and be at the center. That’s the time promise Mom gave us.
I should go home before that celebration. Now I live in a
rectangular box sandwiched between other boxes. I thought
to myself, what are these walls, doors, and windows between
people doing? Are they claiming a field for me? Are they giving me the autonomy of my space? Are they defining how I want
to be seen by others? …I love how I could just hide myself
in the city living in a modular cell. I’m not afraid of being just a little drop of water in the sea. Just like the
bedroom I grew up along with. The wall protected me and the
window created a frame that allowed me to chase back into
the world, with the mirrored, extended, connected moon light
guiding me. More importantly, parallel to my room, Scarlett
lives there. No matter what, home is where I can always go
back to.
We will be together when the moon comes back.
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Ghosts dancing

Move
Smoothly, interact and exchange,
Body touches the surface, ground.

by soles, slow,
by toes, lissome,
by palms, staggering,
by legs and abdomen, surfing,

All about a soft body,
with a hard ground.
Stretch and compress,
Lying low and jumping high.
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Edge, Center, Frame
Where energy gathers,
What determines that,
Edge is no longer the end,
When the line
mirrored, extended, connected.

Frame is not the end of world,
Outside the frame has the story,
Inside the frame is a fragmented story
inside the story

But not necessarily the same one.

Outside the frame, distorted,
Different law, force,
stretch, and compress,
Lose of gravity
Or the other way around,
Our body, straight floor,
perpendicular walls,
in “reality”, out of the frame
is stretched out, distorted.

Media, Medium, Mediate
Vedio, Frame, Film
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Follow, guide, imitate
Eyes google,
bodies launch.

Attract, conflict, explode.

Space between eyes, bodies,
continuously get tense and release.
String between minds, and organs.
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Media
Media is the world,
Frame is the world.
Reality, out of the frame,
is a dream out of the, world.

Light
Light?
No, they’re black,
Endless deepness,

Life, exists in time,
Left a mark on the frame,
As a stroke of color.
Light
Is the end of time,

Is the infinite of time.
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Gravity
Piece of ground, enlighted,
By body gravity.

There’s always another me,
either shadow or light
both shadow and light,
Lives in the ground,
Has no weight.

We are the ghosts,
We live,
Only when time frozen,
Only in moment
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We live with time flow,
We disappear when present becomes past,
We dissolve into the gap of time.

Gravity?
There are
No gravity in the frame,
Four edges to white,
to the unknown,

Are feet standing on ground?

No, not on the ground,
Just surfaces,
No horizontal or vertical,
No orientations, no orient,
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Only four edges,
Stretched neatly.
Ha, c’est la pre.

Parts, Organs, Fragments
Foot knows direction,
Hand has emotion,

Fragmented body,
With no face,
is who we are,
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A piece of body,
Organ,
Shows everything,
We’re thinking,
everything,
we’re feeling.
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Ganzfeld
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Tense, tens, time;

form of a
verb indicating time. . -OF. tens (
mod, temps) = pr. temps, Sp. tiempo,
It. tempo: -L. tempus time ( cf,TEMPORAL).
Tense, v. tens drawn tight; highly strung. - L. census, pp. of tender
stretch, TEND. So te`nsile ductile ; pert.
to tension. -med L. tension condition of being
stretched or strained.

Time,

limited stretch of continued existence; period or point in
taim,

the course of this OE.; indefinite continuous duration. OE. TIMA= ON. timi time, good time, prosperity: { -Germ, timon, f. ti- stretch, extend +
mon-.

time & tense

Stretch
Existence
Period
Point
Duration
Continue
Indefinite
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